
RUN 2236 - SIRIUS VIEW OF MOSMAN WITH DRUID AND HEARSE WHISPERER 
  
After a light shower and a relaying of arrows WITCHES TIT and SUPERGLUE took off, 
SCUD preparing for his world jaunt, 42 countries in 41 days. 
  
KITTY LITTER, COPRA and WANKER were seen planning next week’s run, while 
CENTREPOINT 'STRATTON' reported on the latest underground movie, Underhill 60. I 
thought Tuesday was pensioner's day. 
  
Good to see DR JEKYLL and ROBBO venture abroad and it was noted SAN FRANCISCO 
was rehearsing his upcoming Ol' Blue Eyes concert, singing I Cycled My Way - pity no one 
else was going the same way. 
  
MR NEAT is planning his next revue at the Manly Club, miming the words to a 
famous Marcel Marceau song. 
  
JJ, who is confirmed in his role as police spotter, led the pack down to the Zoo. HANOI flew 
up the Zoo steps and MOISHE was right at home in Sirius Cove. 
  
There was no problem getting everyone into a line for the $7 steak with all-you-can-eat 
salads and 3 kinds of potatoes. And it moved quickly, too. Not a lot of Hashmen cook their 
own dinner these days, so the usual number of burnt offerings were abundant. The extras ran 
out and long faces followed until replenishments were supplied.  
  
Even FURKHAND and YY couldn't finish their chicken. That's because it was albatross. 
FOXFACE created a flurry at the head of the walkers by disappearing into the dark, and 
GOD KNOWS was late for dinner, after he and ARBITRATOR were seen sitting at the bus 
stop where buses no longer stop. ARBITRATOR was too late for the feed. 
  
Entertainment was provided by Roberta and Phillip, the friendly neighbours (nudge nudge) 
and we missed out on a filthy joke from Roberta. TT was particularly annoyed and refused to 
eat his dinner until the lights had been switched off and the staff had gone home. He wanted 
chicken and had to settle for a steak. 
  
We wish DARWIN DON well with his new knees and hope to see him kneeing a Hashman in 
the groin real soon. 
  
And what has all this got to do with the run last night? Nothing. DRUID and HEARSE 
WHISPERER laid a good trail which went around Mosman. Well done, lads. 
  
Your Scribe   
  
 


